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Abstract: The virtually dependent such as internet and computers on the human for information that captured the data in form of typing, pressing button, digital picture or scanning a bar code with unevenly of 1024 terabyte and accessible on the internet. In this article author has described an IoT based operating system CONTIKI OS used for transmitting the data from one to another node with authenticity. CONTIKI OS interface is based on the JAVA which is efficient and secure by many security layers. Protothread, system loop and micro ip are the features that has been supported by the CONTIKI OS and also supports over network such as TCP/IP and IPv6 stack by Cisco. Author also discussed about the communication models that helps to transmit the data over network with secure connection. This conclude that CONTIKI OS provides the security while transmitting the data from one to another node using communication models.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The interconnection of objects that profound currently and the objects not only gather the information from sensors with a interaction of physical world while delivering the service to transfer information and application [1]. The innovation technology with an open source Contiki OS that make the implementation efficient with a memory of elementary protothread. The multithreading model is compared as same as stack in which the less computation and memory is required in concurrent processes. The protothread is also supported by the Contiki OS where the event driven, and explicit manner is considered to write the codes or programs which tough to understand and maintain. The model of execution is driven by the mixing of stackless thread with a linear event. The Cooja simulator is being used under a Contiki OS that work on the JAVA interface. The advantage of Contiki OS is power profiling and low power radio networking for the network sensors with efficient optimization. It focuses on TCP, ICMP and IP protocols [38] with a minimum absolute feature if full TCP/IP stack and the limited resources devices of TCP/IP and the sensors nodes. IoT models involve the networking of smart objects (RFC) techniques for transmitting the data/information over network. Communication models for IoT such as Device-to-device in which small data packet is being used for the information transmission between devices at low rate requirement in this model mostly such as home automation systems. Device-to-cloud this enables the enhancement to the end-user demands as the capability of product bond extended. Device-to-gateway in which connection is being established between the devices to application layer and it helps to have transaction between the devices to cloud services. Back-end-data sharing which consist of hybridization of aforesaid two models device-to-gateway and device-to-cloud that helps to transmit the data in fast and efficient manner.

2. OPERATING SYSTEM

The theoretical research in the area of WSN such as sensors network that modelled the lifetime into real application development which was conducted by
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“Swedish institute of computer science” and it is contributed by SICS (Adam Dunkels) currently CEO of Thinksquare (focus on IoT ideas and innovation through interconnectivity of devices) basically work on the Contiki OS that is a lightweight and portable constrained environment. The TCP/IP and pre-emptive multithreading is an intersecting feature that is supported by the Contiki OS with an implementation on IPv6 stack by Cisco and Atmel [31]. The innovation technology with an open source Contiki OS that make the implementation efficient with a memory of elementary protothread. The model of execution is driven by the mixing of stackless thread with a linear event [32] and the advantage of Contiki OS is power profiling [33] and low power radio networking for the network sensors with efficient optimization. Basically, it consists of two division:
- Core
- Loaded Programs

The division is basically work on the time of compilation while deploying, the core consists the Kernel of Contiki and the run-time language with libraries is consist by Loaded Programs that help to communicate the devices driver with hardware’s.

Fig.1. Contiki Operating System Partitioning

The backend language of Contiki OS is interfaced by JAVA and in a Cooja simulator tool the C language is used that make easy to switch the various platform and approx. 20 platforms is released since 2003[ [34].
2.1. Various Contiki OS features in IoT:

**Event based Kernel**
The execution or implementation of code is done by event handler that means the code is fully depends on the event and never be interrupted by the single code block. The multithreading model is compared as same as stack in which the less computation and memory is required in concurrent processes [35].

**Protothread**
Apart from the pre-emptive thread the protothread is also supported by the Contiki OS where the event driven, and explicit manner is considered to write the codes or programs which tough to understand and maintain. It persistence the high-level function implementation with abstraction of programming language and without any overhead threads the conditional blocking is performed. 2 byte of RAM each [34] [35] is required for single protothread with stackless in Contiki OS.

**System Loop**
To initialize the few process, it repeatedly uses a function process_run () [35] for the start-up of Contiki OS. This function is registered by poll handler where the processes on event from event queue system after this the function is call back by the handler that is still in the queue. While it will go to sleep if the event queue is exempted, an external interrupt is required to awakes by the function process_run () with new hander event.

```c
Int Main(void)
{
  Beep();
  While(1)
  {     
    While(process_run()>0)
         /*watchdog_reset();*/
    Lpm_sleep();
  }
  Return ();
}
```

Above source code is taken from Contiki and tells the common demonstrate of usage of process_run () [37] and hardware platform. Whenever the node wakeup again the Lpm_sleep() is called thus we use an external wakeup Lpm_awake().

**Micro IP (uIP)**
It focuses on TCP, ICMP and IP protocols [34] with a minimum absolute feature if full TCP/IP stack and the limited resources devices of TCP/IP and the sensors nodes. To contain one maximum packet size in single global buffer that is enough large to hold the packet. To notify the uIP application of the data packet analysis and network devices when the new uIP is call to handle the data. The data that has to be overwritten on the packet by another incoming packet to avoid we uses uIP application because it has only single buffer.

![Fig.2. uIP's Global Buffer Usage](image)

The current data size is stored in the integer value variable uip_len and for global buffer we use uip_buf [33]. Functions assign for device drivers are:
- **Uip_input():** The packet received by the device driver and stored in the global buffer while it is checked by device driver for the no outbound packet.
- **Uip_periodic():** For any retransmission is needed we this function periodically through device driver.
- **MicroC OS:** Designed for real-time OS and embedded devices for low power microcontroller [34].
- **RIOT OS:** It usages C++ framework with efficient high degree of programming that make optimize utilization of microcontroller and based on microkernels [34].
- **Brillo OS:** New OS for low power devices introduced by Google in 2015 such as android platforms (android smartphone) [35].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OS</th>
<th>Minimum RAM</th>
<th>Minimum ROM</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>C++</th>
<th>Multi-threading</th>
<th>Real-time</th>
<th>Modularity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ContikiOS</td>
<td>Less than</td>
<td>Less than</td>
<td>Fractional</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Fractional</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TinyOS</td>
<td>Less than</td>
<td>Less than</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Fractional</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIOT OS</td>
<td>Approx. 1.5kb</td>
<td>Approx. 5kb</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table.1. Operating System Requirement**
3. COMMUNICATION MODEL IN IoT

The networking of smart objects (RFC) [22], a guiding was released in March 2015 by the Internet Architecture Board. Four frameworks for communication model are:

Device-to-Device Communication

The direct connection is established between two or more devices and communicate with each other rather than immediate application server use. Several networks are using to communicate with several protocols used in it such as Bluetooth [23], Z-wave [24], or ZigBee [25] is established to direct device-to-device communication. The small data packet is being used for the information transmission between devices at low rate requirement in this model mostly such as home automation systems. Many interoperability challenge approaches are proven by the device-to-device-communication as per the IETF journal article “The direct relationship is often between the devices, the built-in mechanisms of privacy and trust they usually have but the data modes usually uses device-specific that require redundant development effort” [26]. The device specific data format is being implemented rather than open approach that uses standard format.

![Fig.3. Device-to-device communication](image3)

Device-to-Cloud Communication

There is a direct connection is established between the devices to the internet cloud that helps in exchanging information and traffic control. The connection is established between IoT devices to IP network that lead to cloud services this is done or uses with tradition wired or wireless network. “Smart TV” [27] is the most popular example for the IoT device usages internet connection for transmitting information to view and enables interactive speech recognition. This model enhances to the end-user demands as the capability of product bond extended.

![Fig.4. Device-to-cloud communication](image4)

Device-to-Gateway Model

The connection is being established between the devices to application layer and it helps to have transaction between the devices to cloud services. The cloud services cannot access directly so same medium is required to access it such as Fitbit, it needs a medium to send or fetch the data from cloud, so it uses a smartphone for connecting cloud service [21].

![Fig.5. Device-to-gateway communication](image5)

Back end Data Sharing Model

The combination of data and other objects from cloud is exported and analysed by the users in this communication architecture.

![Fig.6. Back end data sharing model](image6)

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Internet of Things is to secure the information while sharing with small business face problem such as storing a vast amount of data, etc. CONTIKI OS works under IoT platform and interface is base on JAVA for authenticity. The communication models supports CONTIKI OS for transmitting the data with an thwarting channel form one to another. In future author can focuses on the IoT architecture with middleware layer security and Risk architecture in IoT. These architectures helps to prevent from various attacks while communicating information from one node to another.
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